What people are saying about the Reproducible Training Library...
“The Reproducible Training Library is a great tool to help supplement your training needs by utilizing
proven techniques, and because you can customize the materials, you’re able to promote your
business at the same time.”
Thomas A. Zetusky, Director of the Business Office Department
Chester Water Authority
“As an independent training and coaching consultant, I pride myself in creating a “WOW! brand
image” with my clients. HRDQ helps me do that! I appreciate having access to fundamental readyto-go and easy-to-adapt presentation resources that are packed with great organizational theory and
lend themselves to engaging participant interactions. One title from the Reproducible Training Library,
Effective Negotiation Skills is wonderfully organized to layer in coaching with training. I found that
once an individual understands not only WHAT they want but WHY they want it, they can be in the
optimum “space” to really “listen,” “prepare” and “persuade” with skill and integrity. These skills offer
participants tremendous leverage to reap great rewards from creating win-win “relationships” -- not
just “transactions.”
Diane Seader, Successful Solutions Coaching
“We absolutely love the content. I’ve previewed and purchased products from some of your
competitors, and I really think yours is the best. When utilizing the Reproducible Training Library, I
notice that our employees are engaged and your modules allow for employees to learn and
specifically apply the new skills to their specific work areas (and personal lives for that matter). I
particularly value your dedication to the diversity of learning that is evident in your materials. The RTL
boldly challenges the learner to not just listen to and sit through a training, but to engage, think and
apply the new skills learned in each specific module.”
Joey Monahan, Employee Development Education Specialist
Tampa General Hospital
“We chose the Reproducible Training Library because it can be reproduced as often as we like, and
the flexibility of the editable Word documents and PowerPoint presentations. I just inserted our
PowerPoint themed backgrounds into the slides and participant guides and it looks like it was
designed in house. We greatly value branding our training materials and this open-source format was
quite helpful to that end. We also found the cost to be in line with expectations around quality
content.”
James T. Puett Manager, Leadership and Organizational Development
Healthways Human Resources

Request a FREE preview today!
reproducibletraininglibrary.com/preview

800-633-4533

